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About This Game

Puzzle Puppers is a puzzle game about stretching cute dogs to their food bowls.

Easy to learn, difficult to master with deceptively simple puzzles and mechanics.

Features include:

Bonus Hams - collect all of these and you’ll unlock special levels!

Holes - like portals that teleport the dog elsewhere in the level.

Rivers - swim with caution, they wash your doggos downstream!

Multiple food bowls - so many choices, but which one is the right one?

Contains 80 levels with a challenge for all skill levels, ranging from casual puzzle player to the most hardcore puzzle
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fans.

Steam Achievements, Trading Cards and Emoticons!

Who's a good boy? You are! Yes you are!

Check out Cardboard Keeps entire catalog of games for more amazing experiences!
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A very fun and relaxing game. Starts off easy, but becomes more challenging as it progress. Looks great too!
https:\/\/youtu.be\/iprFTMU-GY8. Finally, some wholesome gameplay.. More than entertaining enough to take the time to write
a quick review on it. The game is engaging and will challenge your skills in figuring out how to make the puppers work together
to achieve their goal of getting to their bowls. My only wish is that this game supported controllers.. This is the best game I have
ever played in my entire life, compared to my other 100+ games I have this is without hands down the best I own.. Nice and
relaxing way to spend a couple of hours, with a well-handled difficulty curve and a few particularly clever puzzles along the
way.. Nice little puzzle game. At root, it's the classic circuit-board thing where you have to connect pairs of terminals on a grid
without crossing the lines, but with a couple of complications added. Reasonably short, too!
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I really like it, and the puppies are cute - lily 7 years old.. Very fun game all in all. 10\/10 pupper cuteness. So happy. Much
meat. Tail wagglin' adorable.

Pros:
-good difficulty curve
-11\/10 pupper stretch
-lots of levels
-good music choice
-cute to boot

Cons:
-music gets a little repetitive, but that's about it

Fun for the whole family!. Puzzle Puppers...
I was very excitied about this during the development stages, and as soon as I heard it was available I jumped at the chance.
This is the pawfect casual puzzle, very easy to get into and rather forgiving if you make mistakes.
All the cute sound effects and music just make it so great.
Woof.
Highly Recommended!. Cute dogs. Fun puzzles.
I get to win hearts!
Love it.

(Yes the music gets a little repetitive, but that's not what I'm looking for in this game). 13\/10 Puptastic, would solve with
puppers again.

Pros:
+ Dogs
+ Puzzles

Cons:
- No tummy rubs.
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